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It's now a couple of weeks since I
picked up the tenor again after what
was pretty much a two month lay off.
The results were both heartening and a
trifle disconcerting.

Only after the prerequisite of long
long notes for half an hour at a stretch
did anything resembling a halfway
decent tone return. The fingers still
seemed to remember familiar patterns
but it was clear it'd be quite a slog to
get back to anything like the form I
wanted. However, hit and miss though
things were, it felt so good to be back
playing again, even if it was only facing
a refrigerator door rather than a live
audience.

Today's efforts were a distinct
improvement I'm pleased to report and
I can't help but feel that part of the
gumption I summoned for playing was
down to the inspiration of two men;
first Coleman Hawkins - the father of
the tenor saxophone, who to this day I
still consider the 'go to' guy when I
need a shot of inspiration, and whose
masterly 1960 recording of I Can't Get
Started (with clarinettist Sol Yaged)
was this morning's wake-up music, and,
secondly, our very own Alan Barnes,
who I texted after listening to Hawk to
ask 'have you heard this?'

Not long afterwards Barnesy was

on the phone, having just completed a
virtual masterclass on blues playing,
asking 'is this the track you mean?'
Down the line YouTube suddenly
pulsed with Hawkins' enormous sound,
roaring into my mobile phone speaker
like a waking lion.

No matter how I feel about music,
be it up, down or somewhere in
between, Hawkins always gets me. I
know he tickles Barnsey too.

Over the last few weeks of
lockdown Alan and I have kept up a
regular-ish telephone correspondence -
a sort of cross between one of those
DownBeat blindfold tests and
interchanges between the two old guys
on the Muppets who didn't think much
of the show so far. In these chats I've
lost count of the amount of times one
or both of us has eulogised Hawkins.
He was and will remain the guv'nor for
me, a player of pure genius or, as
Tubby Hayes once described him to
Stan Robinson as they both stood at
the back of Ronnie Scott's listening to
the master in the autumn of his years,
'sheer class.'

Today's chat with Alan must have
fired up something else because
immediately after I spent a couple of
hours playing not only tenor (a new
mouthpiece a big help) but also alto

Simon Spillett

L is for Lockdown
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and soprano. The latter I occasionally
play on gigs but the alto is a horn I've
hardly used in anger in years. I always
think my efforts on it sound, well, like
all my usual stuff but just a bit higher. It
was fun though just blowing a few
tunes on it today, just for the hell of it.

A little sick of the sound of
saxophone and fridge door I also did
something else I hadn't done in ages,
years in fact - putting on albums and
playing along. Not the 'a wan, a tew, a
three, a faw' Jamey Anusol play-alongs
but your actual jazz albums, a practise
(no pun intended) I urge students to
get into but which I haven't used myself
in yonks.

The idea - in lieu of real gigs - is to
respond to what's on the record, or
simply to challenge your ears and
fingers to find phrases, melodies, keys
and rhythms that are presented to you
rather than of your own invention.
I always maintain that you can't be lost
for ideas when you jam along with real
albums full of legendary jazz figures as
ideas are what they're all about. If you
don't do it, try it sometime; it's hugely
enjoyable. Indeed, the freshness of
doing this today reminded me that if
you're improvising technically you're
always learning, no matter what stage
of the game you're at.

And don't feel shy about choosing
stuff outside your comfort zone. In this
spirit, today I spent a happy half hour
chasing Branford Marsalis on soprano
(how he'd have felt about that I'd rather
not guess) and then decided that
Wayne Shorter's The Soothsayer
needed a second alto to go with James
Spaulding's contribution. It didn't, but
hey ho, it was all good stuff!

It also made me feel that much
more 'me' in a time when it's easy to
lose sight of who you are.
It made me think too of all the places
where I usually ply my trade - all the
venues, the pubs and clubs, the village
halls and festivals, the jazz societies
and jazz workshops, all The Eagles,
George and Dragons and Kings Heads

and the like - and of the people that
normally make up their audiences.

Musicians are hugely concerned
with the sudden disappearance of their
workload, and rightly so, but we should
also remember those who make up the
infrastructure that holds together the
framework of that work: the promoters
and punters who enable us to do what
we do.

In some cases I miss them as much
as I miss the gigs themselves, for just
as each place we play is different then
each individual who organises the gig
is a character in their own right.

And as for those who attend the
gigs as paying customers, well I miss
them too. When you've been travelling
up and down this island for twenty-five
plus years - as I have - you realise that
for all their occasional quirks these are
the people who make what you do a
performance rather than a mere
indulgence. They also pay your wages.
It's hard not to make friends in those
circumstances or at the very least to
recognise that a jazz gig is very much a
two way street.

Right now it's hard to make all this
add up. Since lockdown the jazz scene
has resembled a bamboo house swept
up by a hurricane; all the component
parts are there scattered about and
clearly recognisable as such but
nobody can quite figure how they will
fit together again. But they will, one
day.

As I wrote to a promoter friend
today, temporarily adrift in a sea of
despondency, the days of rooms full of
jazz loving folk (both on and off the
bandstand) aren't over. Music is too
powerful, too ineluctable a social
binding force to ever remain
permanently locked down, cast aside or
forgotten.

Simon Spillett
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Gina Southgate

Paint It Like It Is

Congratulations SJM on getting out last

month’s 100th issue in a time that slipped

by me at speed yet was intensely real in

every moment. Blown off course I

somehow forgot to check the deadline,

have an idea what to write about or

actually do anything related to what’s

happening in the world of jazz so forgot

to be in the 100th edition.

The nature of my life and the world I

inhabit is inextricably linked to music with

a heavy emphasis on the world of jazz;

its players, writers, thinkers, providers,

enablers, friends and relations. Ollie

Weindling of The Vortex and Babel label

said to me just before lockdown ‘we’re

not a brand, we’re a community’.

Lost in my own fear and confusion

and seeing that around me, watching

people perform their last gigs and venues

closing and all the rest that happened, I

can't even remember now, how and when

and why. People facing penury and no

answers coming forth, a whole sector of

people that don’t fit into categories that

live on meagre door monies or projected

tours or part-time teaching or music

sales and on and on. I saw the world

around me close down not knowing what

form that would take and as spooning

with a new lover I knew I would have to

change my shape to fit around it.

This time has highlighted the

coexistence of this community, so many

solos in lonely rooms shining out of the

screen. The love you would usually feel

from the audience in typed and slowly

rolling clapping emojis and hearts, down

the side of the screen.

What I do is visceral and responsive

and relies on collective energy,

technology is something I bumble

through my life with, it is the very thing

that causes me the most frustration. The

idea of working with it or from it to

emulate the real thing I do is something

that has flitted across my mind in the

past but up to now had never acted on. P
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I once felt I’d failed the beautiful Ayanna Whitter Johnson

when creating an ugly image of her in real time. So I looked

at images of her and changed her facial features in my live

painting. It worked and I felt happy that I’d reconciled what I

had loved about the painting in terms of the form of the cello

how the body embraces it, the poise of the feet the deft

movement of hands on strings and bow. This needed to be

accompanied by an image of her that told of all the goodness

and strengths that had come through in her playing and her

stories. Doing her justice is how I would like to think of it. To

me painting something after the event usually feels like

cheating and never usually works but I care that my paintings,

if launched on the world, do people justice.
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Like manna from heaven I heard that my images were to

be used by Brooklyn’s 577 label on the cover of a double

album release. This thrilled me and I loved the emailing

back and forth that sent me off on fantasies of other time

zones. Those images featured in April’s SJM as I’d just

painted them. When musicians use my imagery to

represent their own artistry it is so affirming.
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The next affirmation came by way of the

Vortex. I was asked to compile a lockdown

playlist and to share one of my ‘Love In

the Time of Covid’ paintings for the

weekly newsletter. Part of the Vortex

community for years, it still made me feel

a sense of belonging, tethered in some

way. The playlist I took on immediately,

spending untold hours re-listening to

tracks. The hardest process was

elimination and to be true to whether I

loved a piece enough. I re-lived the years

and moments and journeys of my

discovery into this world of music it was

pure pleasure and time I wouldn’t have

spared pre-lockdown.

The ‘Love In the Time of Covid’ paintings

are a series I’d been thrashing out in my

studio, when I could tear myself away

from my new found domestic bliss in my

overcrowded family home. Painting over

failed gig paintings, abstracting my home

situation in furtive bursts while listening to

the daily address and the rising death toll

of someone else’s kith and kin. The Vortex

newsletter includes obituaries, of which in

the international Jazz world there’s been

the need for many.

In real life for 8 years I’ve painted at the

monthly triple gig night Jazz In The Round

at the Cockpit theatre. They did an early

live stream of Chiminyo (Tim Doyle)

playing in a yurt somewhere, Tim is a tour

de force, I have lovely paintings of him

from previous solos and watched the

glitchy live stream and wondered how I

could ever curl myself around this

particular medium.
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Next time for JITR was the brilliant Laura Jurd on trumpet

and Elliot Galvin, keys. A husband and wife team, they were

able to live stream together. I set to, closed the curtains in

my bedroom and covered my bed and attempted to paint

from the technically very proficient live stream. Ask me

about the music and I couldn’t tell you. When I paint at a gig

I see and hear what is going on but I don’t perceive it in a

way that I would if I were audient. Painting from live stream

compounds this to the point where I couldn’t tell you what

any of the live streams I’ve painted in lockdown were like.

Painting at home I remembered is a disaster waiting to

happen, a shag pile showdown. My son showed me a

setting on my phone to make a time lapse video. Whilst

painting Laura and Elliot I hand-held and filmed the work

badly but surprisingly, almost anything looks good as a time

lapse.
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Some weeks later, Jazz In The Round took

it to the next level with a night hosted by

Jez Nelson, technicals by the Cockpit

Theatre. I missed James Beckwith's set as

Vimeo wouldn't let me in but Tim Garland

had it all sorted in his exquisite looking

music room, collaborating proficiently in

real time with Geoffrey Keezer in another

continent, and Ant Law.

And Alina Bzhezhinska confidently

handled her harp and her backing tracks

in a composed upbeat manner; Jez

interviewed Branford Marsalis, put some

records on and showed us his collection.
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International Jazz Day saw it all going on for

me. Another spousal team, Kim and Mike

Cypher have been hosting live coffee mornings

on Facebook. They chat, play live, Mike tells

jokes, they have guests etc. They asked me if

I’d paint live during the show and keep them

updated with images throughout. This was 11

am so I set it up on my laptop in the lounge

and connected to a bluetooth speaker. I set my

phone up on an angle-poise lamp to video the

live painting and away I went. Feeding back

the images and time lapse videos throughout

the broadcast. This actually worked and I got

very involved in the whole thing. It was a

liberating experience and, more than

previously, had the excitement and rush of

being in the moment.

In stark contrast on this day We Out Here and

Worldwide FM shared a film of my live painting

experience at last years WOH fest, made by a

young film graduate Sam Mathias Stanley. It

captures all the sweat and sublimity of the

mosh pit and main stage, and my involvement

in its action.
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When these days come again I’ll be ready to smell the

sweet smell of toil that uses all five of my senses. In the

meanwhile I’ll marvel at all my small technological

breakthroughs that enable continued connection to not

only my distant blood family in these times but my all-

important creative family.

I painted Camilla George in a live stream last week; she

had to use a big box contraption as a sax mute because

her neighbours in her flats wouldn’t like to hear her

playing. They should be so lucky. I was torn, because I

know well what an alto looks like and could imagine her

hands on it, but chose to represent somehow this going

on without faking the saxophone, thinking I may put it in

later. But I’ve decided I like the image and it’s ambiguity

and feel it’s a true representation of a ‘Love In the Time

of Covid’, the true love that all these people have for their

craft in order to persevere in the face of such adversity.

Gina Southgate

www.artistginasouthgate.com

https://www.artistginasouthgate.com/
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Lockdown Diaries
Mark Bassey & Hilary Burt

was doing my usual teaching, one-to-
one lessons and various groups, from
our home in Brighton, at the
Ropetackle in Shoreham, and further
afield as well. I had a few nice gigs
too. Fast forward to the afternoon of
Monday 16th March. I was all set for
another week of teaching when Boris
announced: “Now is the time for
everyone to stop nonessential
contact with others”. Although this
statement was made a week before
the official lockdown came into force,
I suddenly realised the gravity of the
situation. I knew I couldn’t put my
students at risk and I would have to
cancel all teaching. I also knew that
all gigs would go. I thought to myself
– this is not good (or words to that
effect). What am I going to do?

I had been doing a little bit of
online teaching with a student based
in Wales, a lovely man called Danny.
He actually introduced me to the
wonders of Zoom and I am
enormously grateful to him for this.
So, coming back to Monday 16th
March, I went into a frenzied
overdrive, finding out if I could use
Zoom for some of my workshop
teaching and I sent out a great many
hurried emails that evening. I went to
bed late and got up very early on the
Tuesday and at 12 noon that day I
ran my first ever online Zoom
workshop, less than 24 hours after
Boris’ announcement.

As I sit here and start to think
through what this lockdown period
has been like for me and my wife
Hilary, I’m finding it hard to
remember what it was like ‘in the
time before...’. Both of us are
musicians and we earn most of our
income from teaching. We have both
been able to move into the world of
online teaching and continue
working. I know how difficult this
period has been for many friends and
colleagues who have been unable to
work. Hilary and I have been very
fortunate. Here’s my story...

At the beginning of this year I
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I have to say, I was pretty
stressed. I really didn’t know how it
would go and indeed whether
anyone would actually turn up.
Imagine my delight when 10 people
appeared miraculously on the screen,
all in separate little boxes of course.
Some were more accustomed to
using computer technology than
others. Some had only just
downloaded the Zoom app, some
people couldn’t hear anything, other
people had their cameras turned off
and were just blank boxes.

That week I ran five pilot
sessions, one each day. Special
thanks must go to Andy Batkin who
really helped me get started. I had
quite a few teething issues,
especially with the sound. On the
Thursday I went down to GAK in
central Brighton and purchased a 2
track USB mixer which meant I could
use a microphone (for me to talk and
play my trombone into) and also a
second computer (to play music and
backings etc) both feeding into the
main computer via the mixer with a
USB lead. This seemed to provide a

much clearer sound for everybody. I
also found that wearing headphones
made it easier to hear things (both
for me and for the students). In fact,
in the end, I decided to wear two
pairs of headphones - one
monitoring the output from my mixer
(left ear) and the other attached to
the headphone socket of the main
computer (right ear).

When I started doing regular
group workshops I coined the phrase
Jazz Carousel to refer to my weekly
classes - now we have JCOL (Jazz
Carousel On Line). As well as the
various classes I hold for my regular
students I also run a daily drop-in
session JCOL@noon which anyone
can come along to. It’s a one hour
class every day at 12 noon from
Tuesday to Saturday. The playing is
mostly by ear, with some on-screen
prompts - no sheet music is required.
Typically we do a blues (in different
keys), other easy-to-play-over
sequences, scale practice, rhythm
workout, and of course lick-of-the-
day. Funky Friday features all funky
grooves. I keep everybody muted

http://markbassey.com/mark-bassey-jazz-courses.html
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during the sessions so all you hear is
the backing track and my voiceover,
or trombone (we do answering
phrases etc.) This avoids the latency
issue (time delay). I can of course
unmute people individually so they
can ask the occasional questions etc.
but if too many mics are open we get
feedback. I have even created my
own jingle for this class, it goes
“JCOL at noo-oo-oon … ” and
everyone sings along (well at least I
think they do but it’s hard to tell
when everyone is muted).

JCOL has now been operating for
10 weeks and the sessions have
been proving popular. We always
have some fun and the number of
students attending continues to rise. I
have been able to invite people I’ve
met from various workshops and
teaching situations round the country
and it has been great to reconnect
with students I haven’t seen for a
while. I would like to say a really big
thank you to everybody who has
supported JCOL over the past weeks.
I plan to keep these sessions going
even after lockdown is over. If
anyone is interested in finding out
more about these on-line workshops
then do get in touch with me:
markbasseytrombone@gmail.com

Hilary, my wife, is a musician and
composer and also a dyslexia tutor.
Her young students have all migrated
to Zoom and her music studio at the
top of the house doubles up as the
Spotty Dog tutoring office.

Over the past few months she
has been writing and producing lots
of new material. She is currently
exploring the world of music for sync
licensing (music for TV and adverts)
collaborating with various musicians
in the States. I often hear some very
modern sounding ‘beats’ emanating
from her studio. Building on the
success of her fantastic group Blue
Calluna (https://bluecalluna.com) she
is now working on a more pop-
orientated project going under the
name of Kalluna. Listen out for some
really new sounds. We found our
broadband struggled a bit when we
were both Zooming at the same time,
but now we have a new router with
go faster stripes and it’s much better.

And finally, our two dogs, Sami
who is a 4 year old golden retriever
and Jessie a spritely 14 year old
black lab, seem completely
unperturbed by everything that has
been going on recently. I think
they’ve rather enjoyed us both being
at home so much. They still get fed
and walked regularly. They are rather
good at staying in the moment.

Mark Bassey, May 2020

Photographs provided by Hilary &
Mark.

https://bluecalluna.com
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Jazz Essentials
Keith Jarrett

The Köln Concert
(ECM)

Ahh: the monolith that is Keith Jarrett!
He’s an easy man to mock – calling an
album Personal Mountains is only a short
hike above Pet Rocks – and some of his
endless ECM catalogue – a solo clavichord
album, anyone? – is far from essential, but
when he is good, he is superb. And none
is better than this essential classic from
early in his career.

Pennsylvania-born Jarrett started out
with the Jazz Messengers and then Charles
Lloyd’s hippyish quartet before a spell on
electric piano supporting Miles Davis. But
in 1971 he completely turned his back on
electric instruments and played only
acoustically. First up for the newish ECM
label was the meditative studio set Facing
You: eight short improvised pieces that
appear to have some compositional
planning behind them. This tentative
beginning then spurred him to make the
brave leap to play solo concerts of totally
improvised music. One man, on the stage,
by himself, all evening, letting his
imagination flow through his fingers.

The double LP Köln Concert was
recorded on 24th January, 1975.
Apparently, the opera house’s Bösendorfer
piano was not that great, with stuck keys
and a deficient pedal, while Jarrett was
suffering more than ever from back
problems. Yet what he played was magic, a
simple five-note phrase – possibly imitating
the pre-concert bell in the opera house! –
opening out into 67 minutes of freely
improvised, highly melodic music. Other
Jarrett solo sets are full of struggle and
stress, but there is an endearing warmth
and friendliness to this concert that marks
it out as very special.

In his mind, Jarrett approached the
piano with a tabula rasa, with no thoughts
about what he was going to play. In reality,
of course, Jarrett was bound by his
background and what he knew how to
play, so his free improvisations stay close
to the popular songbook, standards,

Americana and classical music, with lots of
rhapsodic virtuosity, limited harmonic
movement, lengthy modal grooves, and
repetitive vamps to get him through each
untitled piece, for, from now on, all his
performances were numbered in parts, not
named individually.

It all makes for a hugely impressive
set, were it not for the fact, explained by
musicologist Peter Elsdon in a scholarly
study of the album published by Oxford
University Press in 2013, that the entire
Köln concert is far from being fully
improvised. It’s not just that Jarrett stuck to
what he knew but that there are also
considerable similarities between the
music played at Köln and music played on
other gigs on that European tour, while the
concluding Part IIc is in fact an existing
Jarrett composition called Memories of You.
There also appears to be a fair amount of
post-production work to prepare the set for
release. All of which begs the question as
to what it is that we are actually listening
to when we listen to The Köln Concert?

In total, Jarrett has since recorded 17
further solo piano sets on ECM, many of
which are doubles –the original Sun Bear
box set of Japanese concerts actually ran
to 10 LPs (6 CDs) – plus a handful of
other solo and overdubbed instrumental
sets. But it was The Köln Concert that
made his name. It is the best-selling piano
recording in all genres in history, and has
bankrolled ECM, and probably Jarrett too,
ever since.

Simon Adams



Avishai Cohen
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The line up of the Big Vicious is
quite different. It’s got more of a
pop/rock line up.
Right. I have a quartet that is running
parallel to the Big Vicious and for my
second band, I definitely look for
something that I couldn’t get with the
regular jazz quartet. Certain
frequencies, certain atmosphere, a
certain feeling that comes only from
hearing electric instruments. To hear
electronics, those are sounds that are
connecting the listener with these
days that we’re living in. It doesn’t
mean it’s better, or worse, than a jazz
quartet. I have both at the same time
- I have music I can play with my
quartet that I cannot do with Big
Vicious. For example, playing when
the power goes off. It’s happened to
me in the past with the quartet. The
power goes off and we light candles
and we did a whole show acoustic.
Unfortunately you cannot do it with
the Big Vicious. But more than that
it’s sonic, it’s frequencies, it’s feelings
that are connected with this
instrumentation. Myself, I was born in
the 70s but in the 80s and 90s the
music I listened to already had those
things. So I’m coming from this
world. I’m not from the 40s or the
60s. Those sounds that I grew up
with are the sounds I’m relating to,
the sounds that I love. Much as I love
jazz and all, I’m trying to stay
undefined in terms of styles and
placement.

People tried to label me, when I

didn’t play jazz. When I came to New
York I was more involved in the
downtown scene, the avant-garde
and avant punk, and Knitting Factory
and all that stuff. When I started
playing standards people were like
‘wow, I didn’t know you could do
that’. What do you mean, I can do
that. I grew up playing this kind of
music at the same time. Now I’m
doing something else. ‘Oh, I didn’t
know you could do something
outside of jazz’. People are too
looking into defining and to box
people in so I’m not really interested
in that. It doesn’t mean anything. I try
not to categorise anything, if I can.

Yes, this band is an opportunity
to speak to different people who
might not find what they want when
they listen to my quartet or my duet
or to my band with my brother and
sister. I haven’t many projects right
now. I have three that are running at
the same time, or at least were
before corona. Just the quartet, Big
Vicious and my duet.

What was the process in
incorporating jazz language in to
music that isn’t necessarily in the
jazz idiom?
I wasn’t trying to incorporate jazz
lines. I’m not thinking in those terms.
I’m just thinking of the line. I don’t
know if it’s a jazz line. I’m not tying
to mould it into a thing, it’s just a
song. We really wrote in a song-like
manner. All the songs are short, like

Israeli trumpeter and ECM recording artist Avishai Cohen
recently released his new album with his band Big Vicious

and spoke to George Richardson.
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four minute songs. I love to try to
make a story and make a point in
four minutes or so. I try to make it
short. Sometimes in jazz you
have the opposite. You have your
two minute song and now let’s
make it 12. To make
improvisation is the most
important thing. Sometimes it’s
great. I used to have it in my
band Trivani for example, that
was the nature of it. In my
quartet, less so. It’s more half and
half between improvisation and
composition. In Big Vicious, much
less. We can all improvise.
Everyone has their roots also in jazz
but this is not the point. This is not
the goal, to have a song that we can
improvise on, no. We have a song. If
we need to improvise, if there is a
need for improvisation on that song
then that’s great, let’s do it, but it’s
not necessarily a must.

Would you say Big Vicious has
changed the way you play the
trumpet?
No, because like I said, I’ve always
been playing this kind of music, with
Jason Lindner; Now Vs Now (and
many years before it formed); playing
with Me'Shell Ndegéocello in New
York; or playing with many pop/rock
singer-songwriters. So it’s been part
of my life always. My sound has
been formed through those
experiences as well. So it’s not that
now something changes; now I’m
just the same. I play the trumpet the
same I play with my quartet, except
with the quartet I don’t have effects.
That’s on purpose, just to separate
and not fall into those places.

So it’s almost like a highlight or
focus on something that’s always
been there?
Absolutely.

As a composer/arranger, what’s
been the process?
I think I always wrote. Every band is
a little different, maybe in the
approach of the writing. The way I
write for my quartet is really different
and the way I wrote for Trivani, which
is just set up for improvisation. With
the quartet the composition is the
basis for everything. Big Vicious was
also completely different than both of
those because I wrote half of it
alone, in different parts of the world,
and half of it we wrote as the whole
band together, which is also very
different, and refreshing to me
because I’d never done that. It’s been
a hell of an experience to write for
these musicians. With my band each
member is a bandleader on his own.
Musicians are very used to taking
care of the whole picture, giving their
hearts into the music. It was the
same with the writing. We also split
everything, the royalties and all that
stuff. People are invested and it’s
a beautiful thing to do.

It sounds amazing. Do you have any
notable artists that have influenced
you as a composer and arranger?
Absolutely. We started with Mingus,
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so he would definitely be one of
them. Duke, Ravel, Rachmaninoff, and
Björk, Bob Marley, John Coltrane and
Billy Strayhorn. So many, you know.

What outside of music inspires
you?
Everything inspires me. I’m inspired
by life. Everything I do is connected
and I don’t need to play for eight
hours a day to get inspired for music.
A walk on the beach, this is my
focus. The last couple of years I'm
trying not to miss the sunset. That
inspires me. Wake up in the morning
and sit quietly with my coffee. That
inspires me. Getting a kiss from my
girlfriend. That inspires me.

It’s the perfect time for
contemplation and reflection.
It was like this before corona, now
it’s just nice.

You’ve been part of a couple of
different jazz scenes, New York and
Israel. What was the experience of
being in those two different jazz
scenes?

I am part of the scene but also
semi-visitor. Usually I try not to be
too involved in the scene in the city
that I live in, just because it gives me
some time off. I’m always on tour,
and if it’s the same when I go home,
then I’ll never have time with my kids.
When I was in New York the past
couple of years, I wasn’t working that
much in New York myself, just
touring. Enjoy the city. Also, the
bigger you become, you cannot play
every week in a club. You have your
engagements every half a year. You
cannot really play like that all the
time. I’m doing big concerts, so you
don’t play every week.

If I’m going to Berlin I’ll play and
won’t go back for at least half a year
if not more. So in a way, your

hometown becomes the same. I lived
in India for four years recently, in
Goa. So I recently got back from
there to Israel. So even there I did
not do much. I played a little bit with
Zakir Hussain, whenever he called
me but other than that I haven’t tried
to keep myself busy. On the contrary,
I’m busy on the road. All I want is to
clear the schedule where I can
contemplate on the music and have
time to sit still.

Last question, thank you for talking
to me. We’ve been experiencing a
‘jazz renaissance’ in the UK, as well
as in the US, I believe. What would
be your thoughts on that?

I don’t know. I think artists will
always be striving. When it’s good
they’re striving, when it goes bad
they’re striving. There’s time for art,
there’s a place for art. I don’t really
want to speak for jazz because I
don’t know what it means anymore.
It’s so evolved. I don’t want to do it
for me, and I don’t want to categorise
other people. But people are doing
great things, being innovative and
mixing many worlds and sounds.
That’s what’s going on. You can call
it a ‘jazz renaissance’ or call it a
‘music renaissance’. We’re moving
on. We’re not in the Sixties anymore.
We’re just playing, enjoying it. We
have computers now, other things,
you can create. If you’re not fully
established, you can’t really
compensate with a computer. But if
you are established it can take you to
the moon and back.

https://www.avishaicohenmusic.com/

https://www.avishaicohenmusic.com/
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Sam Carelse & Jason Henson

Before the nation went into
lockdown, Jason and I went into
quarantine for two weeks with a
dry cough. We watched in disbelief
at the UK government’s response
(or lack of) to the pandemic that
was bringing Italy to its knees.
Despite being worse for wear, I
used my adrenaline from my anger
with the government to write two
short and silly songs about the
coronavirus, before metaphorically
collapsing.

As the government ran
roughshod over the leisure industry
and the self-employed, we
scrambled to think up ways to

scratch an income online. I was
earning a tiny bit from artist
support platforms, so I decided to
promote mine - more fuelled by
sheer panic. I am fortunate to have
many friends and supporters who
value what I do, and their support
makes a huge difference.

At the same time, all around
the world people were getting
used to the new reality of life
under lockdown. Notably, Wonder
Woman star Gal Gadot put together
a supercut of celebrities singing
Imagine by John Lennon, which
was ripe for parody. In my early
burst of industriousness at the

Lockdown Diaries
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start of the lockdown, I mobilised
Brighton and London jazz friends
for a cheesy rendition of Imagine,
which ended up raising over £300
for our nominated charity Shelter.
Shelter is one of many homeless
charities doing the difficult job of
helping people who are facing
homelessness during a pandemic.
Everybody did brilliantly (SJM’s
own Lisa
included!) and
had me in
stitches.

Towards the
end of our 14 day
quarantine, Jason
and I were feeling
much better. We
put on a
livestream gig in
lieu of the Hand
In Hand’s long
standing Sunday
jazz session. It
was a lot of fun,
so it’s been
something that we
have kept up
during lockdown,
partnering up with Brighton &
Hove pubs such as The Hand In
Hand, The Paris House and The
Better Half, in order to bring our
music to different audiences. It’s
been brilliant to have the continued
support of long-standing jazz
venues during these difficult times.
In addition to donations, we’ve
been hired to do private live
streams, including one for care
home residents in the South East.

Eventually, the government
acknowledged the inconvenient
truth that is self-employed people,
and we learned that we would get

a grant of 80% of our profits in
June. As I wasn’t making much
before, I still have a shortfall. I’ve
had to work harder than ever
during this pandemic. I am lucky to
have a new copywriting sideline,
which fits in well amongst the
music.

Jason and I have had remote
music projects to keep us busy.

Double bassist Oz
Dechaine has
been the
powerhouse
behind a couple
of our lockdown
performances. Our
cover of the Pink
Martini song Hang
On, Little Tomato,
with Alex
Bondonno on
clarinet, resonated
well with the
public mood, and
resulted in airplay
on BBC Sussex
and Surrey. We
later achieved
something of a

coup when NYC-based trumpeter
Benny Benack III joined in on our
cover of Tonight You Belong To Me
by Billy Rose and Lee David. This
was much to the delight of
Brighton’s own brilliant young
trumpeter Jack Kendon, who first
introduced me to Benny’s music,
and was stranded in America at the
time. Oz, Jason and I have another
cover in the works - I’m putting the
chart together as we speak - and if
all goes to plan I’ll be tinkling the
ivories on it.

In addition, pianist David
Bennett and I have been

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3gfBws0T_uc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Rq3vfHGqDI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Rq3vfHGqDI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GSaeboZlKyM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GSaeboZlKyM
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performing virtual ‘gigs’ for the
lovely folk at Indigo Restaurant in
Worthing, including a VE Day
special. Jason’s got a few projects
on the go, including music with a
new band called Deep Lunch,
featuring Will Gardner on sax and
George Berrills on double bass.
Jason’s also a guest on Sara
Oschlag’s lockdown
album, which will be
raising money for
charity. Not forgetting
those further afield,
he’s contributed guitar
to his son Finn
Davidson’s lo-fi hip
hop project, and has
covered Bei Mir Bist
Du Shein with violinist
and singer İlgen
Küçükseller, who is
from Istanbul but is
now based in Bodrum.

When you watch
these videos you
might be mistaken for
thinking they don’t
take very long to put together. I
can’t stress how much work goes
into them; whole afternoons can be
spent trying to record a decent
take whilst sweltering in a room
with the windows shut to improve
the sound, then hours spent
uploading the raw files to the
internet to send to the poor soul
who has been tasked with the
video and audio editing.

Continually putting stuff out
there is pretty draining, so it’s been
important to get some self-
improvement in. Jason’s been
following guitarist Peter Farrell’s
online lessons, and I’ve been
getting some vocal troubleshooting

via Skype from leading singing
coach Kim Chandler.

My piano skills are slowly
coming along, so I’m in a position
to do a poor approximation of a
jazz jam when Jason’s in the right
mood. We both really miss live
music in so many ways - we miss
our friends and we miss the magic

of making music on
the spot. We’re
especially missing
Love Supreme festival,
which was due to host
Jason’s Wes and
Benson project on the
bandstand. On a
personal note, as I
was just getting more
into improvisation just
before lockdown it
feels like the rug has
been swept from
under my feet.

Lockdown is hard,
and we have good
days and bad days as
I’m sure everyone

does, but I try to make the most of
a bad situation and see the upside.
If I don’t have enough energy to do
lots of practice, it’s a good
opportunity to veg out in the bath
and put a classic jazz album on.
We’re two months in and I still
have a good relationship with
music. I’m lucky, so far. I know it’s
tested a lot of people and I know
Brighton musicians who are leaving
music for good.

Support our music and receive
livestream updates:
ko-fi.com/samandjason

https://ko-fi.com/samandjason
https://ko-fi.com/samandjason
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Big Band Scene

Patrick Billingham

In April, the Sussex Jazz Orchestra
made a brief appearance on prime
time television. This wasn’t a breach
of lockdown. It was recorded in
December 2018, and was originally
scheduled to be broadcast in
September last year. But Brexit and
the prorogation of parliament was
considered to be of greater public
interest. If you live in the UK, and
hold a current TV licence, you can
watch the programme online. It is
Repair Shop episode 30.

Lockdown need not rule out big
band activity altogether. As two
recent videos demonstrate.

Down For The Count released a
brand new video in mid-April,
featuring 26 musicians filmed in their
homes as a tribute to the key
workers who are keeping the UK
moving. It can be found at https://

youtu.be/Ls49N_W6INg.
Mike Paul-Smith, the band leader

explains: “We're all in awe of what
our key workers are doing at the
moment, particularly our NHS staff,
and we wanted to do something to
show our appreciation of them. It’s
so inspiring how healthcare workers
carry on doing such a difficult job
day after day, and we thought that
the song Let's Face the Music and
Dance epitomises that attitude
perfectly. Also, music and dance both
have the ability to lift people’s spirits.
This is such a difficult time for
everyone – including for us as
musicians, unsure when we’re going
to be able to play together again –
so we wanted to do something
positive to bring a little joy into
people’s lives.

The video is a collaboration
between Down for the Count, and

https://youtu.be/Ls49N_W6INg
https://youtu.be/Ls49N_W6INg
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our friends City String Ensemble –
their leader, Sophie Poteratchi, and I
came up with the idea. It features
musicians from all over England and
Scotland – including an NHS doctor
from Edinburgh.

Once we had chosen the song, I
transcribed the 26 orchestral parts
from the original Billy May
arrangement, written for Nat ‘King’
Cole in the early 1960s, and sent
them round to all the musicians who
individually recorded their separate
parts at home, whilst listening to just
the drums and bass in their
headphones. Some of the musicians
have home recording equipment, but
most of them just recorded the audio
on their phones and sent it back to
me to mix together.

Sophie and I also asked
everyone to film themselves playing –
the only instruction was ‘put on your
concert dress and have fun’ –
everyone dusted down their tuxedos
and ballgowns, propped up their
phone on piles of books, and
imagined they were at a concert.
Everyone had their own little
individual take on the have fun
message and it was great to see
what everyone came up with
(especially when they had bars of
rest – everything from quickstepping
around the living room to cooking
cauliflower soup!).

Sophie then watched over four
hours of footage from the individual
musicians, and somehow, over the
course of a week, condensed it all
down into one 3 minute video.”

It’s amazing how all this could be
achieved from the comfort of our
own homes in keeping with the Stay
Home guidelines. We wanted to
demonstrate how you can still
achieve something and collaborate
with others without having to leave
your home, all the while helping to

protect the NHS and raising money
for NHS Charities Together. It’s
amazing how dressing up, donning
our suits and best dresses and
playing one of favourite swing tunes
has got us all feeling more positive
than we had in weeks. We wanted to
share that feeling with other music
fans and also make people smile and
laugh in the process - we hope this
video goes some way to lifting
peoples’ spirits and raises money for
a great cause too”. Donations can be
made to https://
www.nhscharitiestogether.co.uk/

The other video is at https://
www.facebook.com/matt.yardley.5/
videos/10163425732795008/

This trumpet heavy version of
Hey Jude was recorded by more than
30 musicians worldwide to support
the Royal College of Nursing
Foundation who offer financial
support to nurses for education and
in times of hardship. If you enjoy it
please offer a small donation: https://
www.justgiving.com/fundraising/
heyjudenurses

Next month: Possibly some news
and probably some views. If you
would like your band featured, and I
have not already contacted you,
please get in touch. Or if there is any
other information, perhaps about
what various bands are planning
during lockdown, or feedback on this
column, that you would like me to
include in July’s Big Band Scene,
please send it to me by Friday 12th
June. My email address is
g8aac@yahoo.co.uk.

https://www.nhscharitiestogether.co.uk/
https://www.nhscharitiestogether.co.uk/
https://www.facebook.com/matt.yardley.5/videos/10163425732795008/
https://www.facebook.com/matt.yardley.5/videos/10163425732795008/
https://www.facebook.com/matt.yardley.5/videos/10163425732795008/
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/heyjudenurses
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/heyjudenurses
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/heyjudenurses
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Around The Houses
Livestream Festival
Via Facebook Live

April 15th-19th, 2020

The much-touted axiom that
‘crisis’ is another word for
‘opportunity’ is proving itself
repeatedly as lockdown continues,
whether or not the Mandarin
characters are actually equivalent (it
seems they’re actually not). Hot on
the heels of the Live From Our Living
Rooms virtual festival/fundraiser from
the NYC community, and directly
inspired by its example, Around The
Houses was put together in less than
a fortnight by Alex Woods with
assistance from Chris Mapp and Sam

Slater. As with LFOLR, the aim was to
raise funds for musicians by soliciting
donations, and maintain everyone’s
public profile, artistic output and
general spirits: the medium was the
rapidly evolving genre of the living
room recital: and the method was to
collect together a roster of artists
and present them under a single
banner, on a single page, to
maximise reach and exposure to a
locked-in but fragmented audience.

Woods and co. reached into their
contact books to assemble an
impressive line-up of talent, slanted
towards players from the burgeoning
Midlands scene (providing a salient
reminder of how diverse and vital UK
jazz can be outside the capital) and

Live Stream Reviews



towards the younger and more tech-
savvy end of the demographic.
Compering duties were provided by
the irrepressible Jez Matthews from
the Lescar, and Julian Lloyd Webber,
as principal of Birmingham
Conservatoire; daytime children’s
entertainment by the indefatigably
upbeat team of Arran Glass, Laura
Carter & Tom Lenthall and MC
Porridge; the artists delivered
evening shows of consistent quality
and surprising diversity. Liam Noble
and Elliot Galvin’s solo piano recitals
made a fascinating contrast,
demonstrating their similarity in their
thoughtfully idiosyncratic approach to
the music, and the disparate way that
they each combine elements from
free players and the classical
modernists while staying rooted in
jazz. Trish Clowes and Laura Jurd
gave equally contrasting
performances on their respective
wind instruments, Clowes tending
more towards the swinging and Jurd
towards the textural; Tom Ford
extended the sound palette of his
guitar with tasteful reverbs while
Chris Mapp turned his bass into the
epicentre of a wide electronic
soundscape. Circumstance favoured
those musicians stuck in lockdown
together: Xhosa Cole’s natural
exuberance came across loud and
clear through the blurry little screen,
ably supported by Will Markham on

piano, and both Fini Bearman and
Tom Cawley, and Sara Colman and
Steve Banks, were able to put
compelling duo sets together. The
technology sometimes impeded the
flow, with Soweto Kinch’s ambitious
computer-enhanced performance
suffering from latency issues and
Percy Pursglove being obliged to
reschedule his unusual offering
alternating between trumpet and
bass, but this was offset by the
awareness that all the artists were
adapting to the conditions to present
a side of their performance that we
wouldn’t usually see, a candid living-
room intimacy which was compelling
enough to attract more then 16,000
views over the week and a healthy
fundraising take, all with minimal
promotion.

A closing set of soul-jazz from
the effortlessly charismatic Reuben
James rounded out proceedings
nicely - this multi-artist online format
surely has potential beyond the
present state crisis, with the potential
to help rebuild the scene when we
emerge, blinking, back into whatever
new normal awaits.

Eddie Myer
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What was the inspiration behind the
album?
I dedicated some time to do more
reading and had taken an interest in the
American writer Henry Miller. He spoke
of a novelist named Junichiro Tanizaki
and how wonderful he found his writing.
Having also an interest of my own in
Japanese culture and literature, I came
across a book of his called Seven
Japanese Tales. The book is a collection
of short stories that Tanizaki had written
over his life, bound together perfectly in
this form, presenting his style of writing
that featured narrations about love and
obsession, often destructive and bizarre.
At the time of reading, I was focusing on
composing and my moments of musical
creativity somehow felt intertwined with
the feelings and emotions that I was
experiencing whilst reading Seven
Japanese Tales and there arose the
concept and inspiration behind it all.
Most importantly, the suite of seven
compositions are named after the stories
themselves, hoping to reflect the very
lyrical, deep and sensual meanings
behind them.

Besides the conceptual take from the
stories, the album takes inspiration from
some of my favourite music, ranging from
Radiohead and James Blake with their
use of electronics and post production
through Messiaen and Ambrose
Akinmusire with a focus on harmony and
melody.

Tell us about the musicians and
instruments on the album and why you
chose them.
The lineup is somewhat unorthodox in
places, namely the use of piano and
synths as separate instrumentation, so it
was really important to have a group of
musicians that have a great bond,
enabling the music to speak freely.
Having been in Alex Hitchcock’s quintet
for the past 4 years I have got to know
and love his playing. Also in that quintet
of course is James Copus and the two of
them have such a unity while playing

Album Q&A: Joe Downard
together that I really wanted it to be at
the forefront of my compositions.

Will Barry’s contribution to this music
over the past year has helped my
compositions to really open up
harmonically. Will’s meticulous approach
and vast improvisational language on the
piano was something that I wanted to
exploit in my music. Most of the
compositions were written on the piano
and certainly with him in mind knowing
that he would bring his unique character
to the music.

Having known Rupert [Cox] for 10
years as a piano player, I wanted to invite
him to stretch his abilities as a
keyboardist. Expressing his interest in
synthesisers to me in the past, I saw this
project as the perfect canvas for him to
explore something new. Developing the
synthesiser sounds together has been a
great learning curve for us both and his
dedication to crafting the right sounds
has had a huge effect on the record.

Meeting Felix [Ambach] only last
year we instantly formed a connection as
a rhythm section. I was enthralled by the
spontaneity of his playing and I knew that
he would bring the perfect balance of
contemporary style drumming and
consideration for musical direction.

How are you dealing with lockdown?
I have found new inspiration to practise
my instrument in a more focussed way, I
am writing new music, listening to music
more than ever and without the crazy
pace of life, I feel like I am absorbing it all
in a much better way. I definitely feel that
once this is all over, there is going to be
a great boom in the arts! I’m raring to go
once we are allowed to throw away the
social distancing shackles and I've got
some sessions with players in London
ready and waiting. We all just want to get
back to playing music!



Joe Downard
Seven Japanese Tales
(Ubuntu UBU0060)

Royal Academy graduate Downard
came to attention last year holding
down the bass chair in Alex
Hitchcock’s highly regarded quintet:
here Hitchcock returns the favour,
adding his powerful tenor sound to
riveting effect on solo statements -
Aguri is a particular stand out.
Bandmates Copus and Barry are
along as well, but Downard shows
that he’s very much his own man on
this set of original compositions
inspired by a trip to Japan. He cites
Radiohead and James Blake as
influences alongside the jazz
tradition, and it’s apparent from the
start that this is not just an exercise
in modish name-checking: Downard’s
awareness of the importance of
production in assembling his sonic
palette, and his native assimilation of
the sounds of contemporary avant-
pop, mean that his range of
influences combine to form a
harmonious whole rather than an
awkward cut-and-shut. Felix
Ambach’s snare is fat, dry and close-
miked on A Portrait Of Shunkin
combining with Downard’s full, deep
bass to create a powerful sonic

rhythmic bed for James Copus’
soaring post-Wheeler trumpet lines:
Rupert Cox’s array of synth textures
are carefully chosen to integrate into
the soundscape and subtly expand
their scope, as on the reflective
Bridge Of Dreams, or to supply a
third convincing front-line voice.
Downard’s own voice on bass is rich
and full and his solo statement on
The Tattooer refreshingly invokes the
melodicism of Haden rather than the
rapidity of Patitucci. The writing has
plenty of space for the band to
stretch out and show what they can
do - Barry has some great features
and Copus shines throughout - but
there’s a consistent impressionistic
mood of uplifting melancholy and
attention to texture and atmosphere
that should resonate as convincingly
with the post-rock crowd as the more
overtly jazz-fusion feel of The Thief -
with Copus and Hitchcock playing up
an absolute storm - does for Weather
Report fans. Downard has managed
to curate all his different influences
together into a coherent whole, and
aided by his superb crew of
simpatico young players, he’s
delivered a really exciting debut that
should attract plenty of attention.

Eddie Myer

Alex Hitchcock, tenor sax; James
Copus, trumpet, Will Barry, piano;
Rupert Cox, synths; Felix Ambach,
drums.

Releases 12th June, 2020.
Available to pre-order on Bandcamp.
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Album Q&A: Oli Howe

How would you describe the music
of Howes3?
I think of it as feel-good,
uplifting, contemporary jazz. I guess
you could say we're mainly a jazz-
fusion trio but obviously the music
has strong influences from several
other genres like gospel, funk,
RnB and neo-soul.

Is there a track on the album that
means something special to you?
Moving Forward would be my choice
as it symbolised a new direction for
me at the time that I wrote it. It was
the first song I wrote for this album,
and it had a new, specific, uplifting
appeal that I wanted to explore more
of. So essentially it set the stage for
writing the rest of the album. All the
songs on the album mean a lot to
me, but Moving Forward was a
turning point, which is why it also
earned the album title too.

How are you dealing with
lockdown?
Oh wow, lockdown ay?! Personally
it's been an up and down thing for
me. At the start it was very surreal,
but as it's gone on I feel it's become
more challenging to accept. It's
obviously been a massive shock to all
of our lives. Realising this wasn't

going to be a short term thing meant
we've had to think of new ways to
get our musical thrills, kicks and
fixes. If I'm honest, nothing quite
compares to the feeling we get from
playing live music with each other
so its hard to replace that in our
lives, but there are things we can do
to try and get some satisfaction from
music in the meantime. As a band
and as creatives, we have been
embracing the free time to practice
and write new material, while
exploring new things and new ways
to express ourselves without the
ability to actually interact musically in
real time. We've all been involved in
various collaborations with our
friends, doing video recordings from
our homes, and trying to keep as
active as we can. But obviously we
miss our friends and families and
we can't wait to resume some sort of
normality, play gigs again, hang out,
hug each other, all of the things
we can't do! It is what it is for now,
we just have to do what we can to
help each other through this very
strange time so we can reach the
other side of this thing sooner rather
than later.
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Howes3
Moving Forward
(Deepmatter)

This young Brighton trio wear
their influences on their sleeves on
this debut release that takes the
sunny West Coast groove-based
sound of George Duke, Don
Blackman and Dexter Wansel and
gives it a reboot for the current era.
Like a much-loved 1970s hot rod
taken out of the garage, fitted with
the latest engine and transmission
upgrades and given a shiny new
spray job, this music cruises along a
sunlit highway of heavy backbeats
and lush chords: the rhythm team of
Porter and Campbell make sure
there’s always plenty of power under
the hood when it’s time to burn
along the straight stretches and are
tight and flexible enough to negotiate
the twisty curves with ease. Tracks
like Lucid have a very contemporary
pop-soul feel with hints of the heavy
gospel techniques: Porter’s bass is
used melodically, with plenty of
tastefully deployed pedals and
Sharay Reed slides and slurs, and he
avoids an excess of outdated
slapping and popping that might tilt
this too heavily towards retro, though

Avenue shows he can pull it out of
the bag when appropriate. Campbell
is an absolute powerhouse on the
fusion-y Too Many Kicks (which also
sports some super hip piano
stylings) specialising in thunderous
tom fills and crisp kick-snare-hat
gospel chops interaction, but can do
laid-back as well when required.
Chief composing duties are
shouldered by Oli Howe and he
shows his facility with the style, a
knack for melodic hooks and a
thorough command of boppish
language on solos, whether on synth
for the jazz-smart Avenue or piano
for the crisply funky Noop. This
record is a ton of fun and should
brighten up your summer: get it
while the sun’s out.

Eddie Myer

Oli Howe, keys; Marcus Porter, bass;
Luke Campbell, drums.

https://www.deepmatter.co.uk/
howes3

https://www.deepmatter.co.uk/howes3
https://www.deepmatter.co.uk/howes3
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Album Q&A: Misha Mullov-Abbado
How does Dream Circus differ from
your last two albums?
When planning my debut album I
wanted to experiment with
incorporating multi tracking and
layering, and two of the tracks were
layered up with
everyone recording
their parts one by one.
As those two tracks
were two of the more
successful I decided to
record almost all of my
second album with that
approach, with the
ability to produce
something that I could
edit to perfection and
add whatever effects I
wanted to after.
For Dream Circus I
completely let go of
that approach, and
instead based the
whole recording
process on the
incredible three years of performing
and touring as a band since the last
recording. The music we recorded for
this album had mostly been played
for many years by this stage and so
my main goal was to document the
incredible energy the band plays
with, and we had the most amazing
three days in Copenhagen recording
this album with my old teacher Jasper
[Høiby] producing and getting us to
be even more creative and free with
the music.

What was the inspiration behind the
album?
The nine compositions on this album
have been written over the last three
years, during which you could say
I’ve been figuring out my path or

dream in life. And the process has
involved a big journey, so the ‘dream’
in the title not only refers to ‘hopes
and dreams’ but also the mysterious,
abstract and psychedelic nature of
actual dreams. The tracks themselves

are representative of a
period of my life which
each feel like a story, or
a dream and therefore a
chapter in the story,
each one with its
mysterious/abstract/
psychedelic nature and
sense of adventure.
One of the tracks Little
Vision was named so as
I first heard part of its
melody in a dream. And
as described above, the
‘circus’ in the title refers
to the traveling and
constantly adapting
nature of the band.

How are you dealing
with the coronavirus crisis?
It has been very hard emotionally to
let go of all the album launch gigs I
had organised for my band during
the coming months and I’ve missed
playing with all the many musicians I
usually play with. I have managed to
get involved in lots of last-minute
recording projects though, which is a
great way to stay connected to
people and make great music. I’ve
also performed a few live streamed
concerts from home with the other
musicians living here which has been
a chance to get creative as I am
currently isolating with two violinists
and a clarinettist.
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Album Review

Misha Mullov-Abbado
Dream Circus

(Edition EDN1157)

This is the former Kenny Wheeler
prize winners’ third album of wide-
ranging contemporary jazz, produced
by fellow bassist Jasper Høiby, and it
continues to showcase the range of
his talents impressively. As before,
the music is rooted in the kind of
European jazz developed over the
70s with a distinctly British turn,
recalling some of the light-touch and
lyrical work of Michael Garrick or
Johnny Dankworth. Some Things Are
Just So Simple starts with a solo
statement from the leader’s clear,
precisely articulated bass before the
ensemble enter with a Vaughan
Williams style folk-tinged melody with
hints of bluesy phrasing, neatly
summarising the way that Mullov-
Abbado can blend together his
empathetic understanding of
European classical and popular forms
with the jazz tradition. As on his
previous releases, he deploys his
band of outstanding players with
skill, in places suggesting a much
larger ensemble with a flavour of
some of the great US studio bands
on the swaggering horns of The

Famous Grouse; arrangements are
carefully organised and there’s a
range of different moods on offer
here, from the rumbustious burlesque
quirkyness of Little Astronaut to the
pastel ballad settings of Equinox or
Little Vision. There’s a lightness of
touch and playful sense of humour in
evidence as well that seems to have
spread to the players, and everyone
seems to be having a fantastic time
with the arrangements, and to have
been energised to deliver some really
outstanding solos - Sam Rapley on
tenor delights, as does Liam
Dunachie on piano, but really its
unfair to single out any one
contributor as everyone plays so well,
and it’s in the blowing sections that
the excitement really develops, as
when the Mingus-style collective
group wig-out on Seven Colours acts
a springboard for Matthew Herd’s
bracingly acerbic alto sax. While
those seeking anarchic energy, deep
repetitive grooves, or faithful
recreations of bop might want to
look elsewhere, fans of
contemporary big band, of top
quality cutting edge playing, and of
generally uplifting high quality
musical creativity will find much to
delight them here.

Eddie Myer

Misha Mullov-Abbado, double bass;
James Davison, trumpet & flugelhorn;
Matthew Herd, alto saxophone; Sam
Rapley, tenor saxophone; Liam
Dunachie, piano & Hammond organ
(track 4); Scott Chapman, drums.

Releases 12th June, 2020.
Available to pre-order on Bandcamp.

https://mishamullov-abbado.bandcamp.com/album/dream-circus
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Album Q&A: Noemi Nuti

Do you have a favourite track from
the album?
I can’t really say I have a favourite
track as each one has its own flavour
and that satisfies the different
musical aspects I enjoy listening to
and creating. Having said so, I
particularly love the bridge to Hush
the Sadness, not because of what I
have written, but because Rob
Mullarkey, the mixing engineer,
added some interesting effects: he
shifts the vocal sound side to side to
then recenter it on the last word
‘denied’. With the added BVs, it
emerges to the foreground like a
blossoming flower. It’s a beautifully
powerful effect and I cried the first
time I heard it. It still pulls on the
strings of my heart.

Tell us about the special guests that
you have on the album.
I had two special guests on the
album. I knew this album would
present a progression from the first
album Nice to Meet You that was so
heavily influenced by Brazilian music.
This time around I wanted to
maintain a connection to the South-
American tradition, but less through
rhythm but more through the colour
of some of their widely used
instruments such as flutes and the
Paraguayan harp which I play. I
thought to ask Gareth Lockrane to

play flutes as I knew he would bring
the right energy, skills and tasteful
textures to layer the sound of this
album. He is an incredible musician
has brought some burning solos to
boot!

Continuing the connection to my
debut album, I also asked Quentin
Collins to guest on the final track as
he was an integral part of the
production and performing of the
first album. He plays a beautiful
melancholic solo on my cover of the
Billy Joel song She’s Always A
Woman.

How are you dealing with lockdown
at the moment?
Lockdown is what you make of it
and, for me, it’s a blessing and a
curse. I started by having a very
regimented practice routine as I saw
this moment as the perfect
opportunity to take care of all the
technical issues that need attending
to, however I have now relaxed into it
and I am using this time for deeper
introspection, both as a human and
as an artist.

I’ve understood that creation is
more important to me, at this
moment, than duty and obsessive
craftsmanship. The loneliness is the
hardest element, but the limitation of
not being allowed to see anyone
makes it even tougher: my usual
mitigators are not available to me, so
one really has to rely on personal
resilience, discipline and mindful
observation to keep the anxiety of
the unknown at bay. Having said so, I
am happy and grateful for the
opportunity to spend so much time
alone with myself, I am certainly
burning off some dead wood.
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Album Review

Noemi Nuti
Venus Eye

(Ubuntu UBU0042)

New York native Nuti released
her first Brazilian-flavoured album on
Ubuntu in 2015 to widespread
acclaim. It’s taken a while for this
follow-up to appear but she’s been
busy in the meantime: last year her
contributions to Andrew
McCormack’s gnarly prog-fusion
Graviton project highlighted her
astonishing control and accuracy, and
showed her versatility across a range
of genres. With this follow-up we’re
closer to the kind of sophisticated
adult AOR territory where folk, jazz
and pop meet and swap notes. Joni
Mitchell is an obvious reference point
and her influence is apparent in the
wordy rush of images in Sunny
Perfect Sunday, every bit as
buoyantly uplifting as the title
suggests. Beautiful Life adds textures
of harp and arco bass to a liltingly
intimate number that recalls Suzanne
Vega; Hush The Sadness has a
chamber-folk feel that frames Nuti’s
exceptionally clear, controlled
delivery and translucent tone. The
band are superbly responsive, amply
flamboyant enough when the
occasion demands, but the playing is

never allowed to overwhelm the
material: fusions of jazz and pop can
often seem like an uneasy pairing if
the weight of the band’s chops
capsize the capacity of the
songwriting, and while the hot bebop
swing of Cornflake Girl stands out as
a demonstration that everyone can
really play, ballads like Nevermind and
Always A Woman are delivered
simply but wth equal conviction, so
that the songs can stand alone,
driven by the understated power of
Nuti’s voice. Crazy Dance allows her
to revisit her favourite bossa nova
territory for some stunning Joyce-
style vocal gymnastics. Despite the
bold range of genres employed, the
record really hangs together due to
the attention to mood and tone, the
quality of the songwriting and the
sheer exuberance of the
performances. A triumph.

Eddie Myer

Noemi Nuti, vocals, harp; Gareth
Lockrane, flute; Chris Eldred, piano;
Tom Herbert, bass; Emiliano Caroselli,
drums.

Releases 3rd June, 2020.
Available to pre-order on Bandcamp.

https://noeminuti.bandcamp.com/album/venus-eye
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Where does the title for the album
come from?
It’s called Jouska, which is a made up
word for a compulsive conversation
or argument that you might play out
in your head. I was browsing the
internet for some interesting words
and I found this list of 20 words that
this guy had come up with to explain
phenomenon or human ideas that
don’t really have word for them. So I
quite liked that word. Also, it’s quite
pleasing, the way it looks. I tend to
do that quite a lot.

Tell us about the music on the
album.
A lot of the music we wrote whilst
we were touring the last album. We
were supposed to be touring that
album but we ended up just playing
and experimenting with a lot of the
music that we would record on this
album. That tour was amazing. It was
about 14 days but the music just
developed so much over that period
of time. The main difference between
this album and the first one was the
length of the tracks. I felt the first
album was quite succinct. The tracks
were quite tidy and small
arrangements, kind of like radio edit
length. But with this one we’ve tried
to stretch out with the improvising
and the tracks are a lot longer. They
develop a lot more than the first
album. But I really liked what we did
on the first album, the way that
everything was quite short and left
you wanting more of the same thing.
With this one we decided to take a
few more risks and let the music
develop naturally over a longer
period of time. So I'm happy with
how it sounds, and there’s a definite
development from the first album.

Where did you record the album?
The album was recorded at The Fish
Factory. It’s a lovely studio, such a
nice room to play in. It’s got quite a
high ceiling, in quite an expansive
room but yet it sounds quite tight. It
doesn’t sound too reverby or
anything, just a nice acoustic.

And all recording in the same
room: I don’t think I could do it with
the headphones. That’s one of the
best places to record, where you’re
able to be in the same room and get
a good sound.

What else have you been doing?
There’s a pub that just opened at the
end of my road. I gigged there in an
organ trio with James Allsopp and a
young guy called Noah Stoneman. I
hadn’t heard him in real life, I’d just
heard him on a few videos so I
thought it would be quite nice to get
someone young and really up for it.
We did that pub gig for about two
months before it had to close. It was
great, and we got really good at
playing as an organ trio. That was the
highlight of my week for a few
months so hopefully that will start up
again.

How are you doing with lockdown?
I’m quite enjoying it really. Some time
off. An enforced sabbatical, basically.
It’s quite interesting to just observe
everything that’s going on and
catching up with people that I haven’t
spoken to in a long time. I’m doing a
bit of practise and writing some
music as well. Also, I’m just enjoying
not doing anything for a while. It’s
been a bit crazy the past few years.

Album Q&A: Dave Storey
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Dave Storey
Jouska

(Impossible Ark Records IALP 026)

This is the follow-up to 2019’s
Bosco and is a glorious continuation
of the formula. The first track Green
Monkey presents an unashamed
exploration of that jazz cornerstone,
the I Got Rhythm changes, with total
panache; Allsopp’s sax has the kind
of contemporary flow and precision
we’d expect but his language is
nicely pitched to be boppish without
being cliched and intricate without
sacrificing melody - there are hints of
Lee Konitz and Warne Marsh in his
fluid and even delivery but with an
extra bite, and Storey and Chaplin
groove along responsively behind,
the trio in perfect balance. Chaplin
steps up to delivers some impressive
(and expressive) solos, on Storey’s
original waltz-time Bibi in particular,
and holds down the harmony with
some crisply executed double stops
under the Coltrane-meets-Songbook
style melody of Forest Far From
Home; the leader also contributes the
reflective latin flavoured Con Dao and
the title track Jouska, which has a
Hendersonian swing and bluesy
darkness, as does Allsopp’s Gravel
Baron. There’s a ton of great playing

Album Review

which never overburdens the
compositions and the band show the
positive effect of a year on the road
together in their empathetic
conversations: the open-ness of the
trio format enables them to pay
tribute to their influences without
ever being overwhelmed by them.
Allsopp really shines on his own
compositions - the theme of Wooden
Hats manages to mash together
elements of Ornette Coleman and
Eddie Harris’ towers of 4th intervals
to come up with something very
distinctive - and while everyone
wears their hearts on their sleeves
regarding their favourite influences
there’s no feeling of familiarity or
cliché, just some really swinging,
genuinely enthusiastic and very
technically capable performances.
Highly recommended.

Eddie Myer

James Allsopp, saxophone; Conor
Chaplin, double bass; Dave Storey,
drums.

Released 29th May, 2020.
Available on Bandcamp.

https://davestoreytrio.bandcamp.com/album/jouska
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Peter Asplund
All My Septembers

(Prophone Records/NAXOS)

Scandinavia has always boasted
a vast number of astounding jazz
musicians. The Esbjörn Svensson
Trio, Lars Danielsson and Bobo
Stenson are just a few names on a
long list of the prestigious artists that
have left a strong impression not just
in Scandinavia but worldwide.
Another name on the list is that of
Peter Asplund. This Swedish smooth-
toned trumpeter and singer has been
a popular name on the Scandinavian
jazz scene for a while now,
appearing as both sideman and
leader. On this new release through
legendary label NAXOS, Asplund
proudly shows off his talents in full
with his arrangements and
compositions for both quintet and big
band. Building the atmosphere, first
with a dark and mysterious duet
between piano and trumpet in
opening track Ozymandias
Melancholia, Asplund sets a tone that
is to be felt throughout the course of
this album, smooth contemplative
notes ooze from the trumpet while
the piano gently cobbles a pathway
underneath. Once the track has

faded the spotlight is turned on
bassist Harald Andersen as he glides
through the tunes with a wistful bass
solo that takes up the majority of the
track before the horns slowly
announce their presence with a slow
and eerie theme that carries through
to a short but soulful trumpet solo
that brings us to the tune’s end. Le
Grand Michel takes things up a small
notch with a downbeat waltz as the
rhythm section stomps out a solid
pulse and the piano takes off on a
sporadic solo - but the best is yet to
come. Asplund pulls a little trick not
often seen in jazz recording,
overdubbing his horn parts to create
a genius call and response with
himself. A trumpeter's take on Bill
Evans’ Conversations With Myself!
After the gentle and melodic playing
of the quintet, attention is turned to
Asplund's skills as big band leader
and arranger in the tune titled She
and I, featuring the voice of Isabella
Lundgren backed by a large horn
section. Asplund’s big band
arrangements maintain the gloomy
romanticism so prominent from the
very beginning of the album. It
certainly has its moments of attack
but mostly carries that feeling of
deep thought and mystery often
associated with Scandinavian jazz -
contemplative themes reflecting the
vast, untamed scenery that
dominates the Scandinavian
countryside, simplicity in the
melodies where only a small handful
of notes is enough to paint an entire
landscape.

George Richardson

Album Reviews
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Diaspora Meets AfroHorn
Jazz: A Music of the Spirit, Out of

Sistas’ Place
(self-release)

Ahmed Abdullah has been a
central figure in the evolution of that
particular iteration of jazz that
coalesced around the imposing figure
of Sun Ra in the 1970s, that looked
back to the accessible, riotous
popular music of the past as much to
the expanded sounds of the
interstellar future, and conceived of
jazz as an enterprise for solidarity
and social change as much as an art
or entertainment form. After joining
the Arkestra in 1975 he’s continued
to develop as a performer, a
bandleader and composer, an
educator, the musical director of the
Sista’s Place and other prominent
NYC lynchpins of the community, and
this recording brings together all
those strands into a gloriously life-
affirming statement of togetherness.
The supporting cast includes fellow
Arkestra graduates Radu en Judah
and Alex Harding alongside other
luminaries of the scene such as
Arthur Blythe’s longtime associate
Bob Stewart on tuba, freebop
drummer Ronnie Burrage and Don
Smith (brother of Lonnie Liston) on
piano, while the lesser known Don
Chapman contributes some

outstanding clear-toned tenor sax
solos throughout - check him on
Eternal Spiralling Spirit -and
Abdullah’s wife Monique Ngozi Nri
declaims some righteous verse on
Accent. The music delivers everything
that late-career Arkestra devotees
could hope for - there’s plenty of
long, freewheeling modal jams, the
solos flip effortlessly between the
tradition and the outer reaches of
freedom, there’s percussion and low-
end bass grooves aplenty, and even
some nifty afro-futurist rap on
Discipline 27, and the ensemble
pieces have the kind of raggedly
joyous spontaneity that reach back
through the Arkestra to the Mingus
bands and beyond to the dawn of
the music. Abdullah’s unfailingly
committed, earthy trumpet is a
unifying thread throughout. A joy
from start to finish.

Eddie Myer
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Kevin Figes Quartet
Changing Times

(Pig Records PIG10)

Kevin Figes studied saxophone with
Soft Machine’s Elton Dean; his career
has encompassed work with such
diverse leaders as Keith Tippett on
the one hand and Pee Wee Ellis on
the other; and his solo projects to
date, including an Octet and the 4-
Sided Triangle project with guitarist
Mike Outram, have drawn from
influences from David Binney to
Hermeto Pascoal and from Gentle
Giant to Paul Hindemith. This latest
release draws from a similarly
idiosyncratic grab bag of inspirations
to present a highly individual
exploration of jazzy prog-rock fusion.
There are definite echoes of the kind
of sounds that Soft Machine’s 70s
contemporaries would have
identified; Thad Kelly’s chunky fender
bass sound mixes with warm Fender
Rhodes future-retro synth textures on
Enid Dodd’s Ruler; Soft Escape Bed
has free-form passages mixed with
some unaffectedly eccentric vocals
that would have matched anything by
proggers Henry Cow for sheer
quirkiness; Toothpick is a very retro
sounding minor key groove with
added fuzz bass in deliberate
hommage to Elton Dean and Strange
Place is inspired by 70s horror

movies with some classic wordless
vocals and lush Hammond chords
that recall Hatfield And The North,
before unexpectedly breaking into
comedy screams. Figes has a nicely
abrasive tone on alto sax and also
contributes some satisfyingly raspy
baritone and soft toned flute on the
fusion-groove Sea View. Guiding Light
dials down the eccentricity to deliver
a soprano sax ballad that meanders
affectingly over a stepladder of piano
chords, leading us onwards to a
poignantly unresolved ending. This is
the sound of a true original at work,
with a sensibility that’s at once very
personal, very international in its
inspiration, but somehow identifiably
English in its character. Utterly
intriguing.

Eddie Myer

Wolfgang Haffner
Kind of Tango

(ACT)

With a word such as ‘tango’ in
the title, aficionados of contemporary
jazz could be forgiven for being
somewhat wary of this new release
from Berlin's ACT label. They should
not be at all, yes that particular
dance rhythm does form the platform
for the great improvised music here,
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but at no time does it become a
hindrance. A brief glance at the line-
up of master musicians on the disc
should allay any fears. This dynamic
band, plus guests, is led by the 59
year old German drummer Wolfgang
Haffner, who has 35 recordings to
his credit and recently topped the
poll as the best drummer in his
country. This is his third album in the
mini Kind Of series, the others
addressing the subjects of Cool and
Spain. It is said that he was
‘discovered’ by trombonist Albert
Mangelsdorff when he was 18, since
that time, as well as leading his own
groups, he has recorded with the
likes of The Brecker Brothers,
Cassandra Wilson, Al Jarreau and The
WDR Big Band among others.

The music within the album is
highly creative but at the same time
relaxed in nature, proving the old
adage that you do not need to make
a huge noise to produce a
resounding impact on the listener.
Most of the tunes come from within
the band, which is often a good sign
when forward looking and cohesive
music is the intention. Five of the
twelve tunes have composing input
from the leader and importantly three
come from non band member, the
late Astor Piazzolla, a legendary
Argentinian composer and musician
who successfully blended jazz with
both classical music and the tango
before his death in 1992 aged 71.
Over the first two tracks, guitarist Ulf
Wakenius, playing both amplified and
acoustic instruments, takes most of
the solo work and also enjoys a great
exchange of ideas with bassist Lars
Danielsson on the leader’s
composition Tres Hermanos. There is
not too much from the brass or reed
instruments throughout the session,
but Lars Nilsson makes a fine
contribution during the ballad La

Cumparsita which also introduces the
considered and laid back style of
Simon Oslender, a pianist very
worthy of much wider recognition.
There are fine contributions from
vibes man Christopher Dell and
accordion exponent Vincent Peirani
throughout, but it is on one of the
album highlights, El Gato that both
men really come into their own on a
piece full of dark mystery, drama,
and no little intrigue. The pieces
written by Astor Piazzolla all
underline his great affinity with the
tango, but at the same time allow
enough space for the players to fully
express themselves. This is
particularly demonstrated on the
highly melodic Libertango where
once again there is another masterly
display by guitarist Ulf Wakenius,
whose recorded performances on the
instrument over the last few years
have elevated him to the very upper
echelons of world jazz. Guest
American saxophonist Bill Evans and
vocalist Alma Naidu each only have
two opportunities to shine but add
colour to the music which it must be
said is essentially about the collective
sound of the core group of six
musicians. The overall success of this
recording is in no small measure
down to both the composing skill
and drumming from the leader
Wolfgang Haffner. Being an ACT
album it is of course extremely well
recorded and on this occasion the
drums are understandably pushed
forward in the mix to very good
effect. The drummer is key
throughout, but allows himself only
one front line performance near the
end of the disc on his own Para
Tito where his playing becomes like
rolling thunder underpinning Lars
Danielsson's magnificent bowed bass
and cello passages.

In summary, this is a superb
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release and although there is so
much to listen intently to, it fully
succeeds on every level.

Jim Burlong

Dominic Ingham
Role Models
(self-release)

Dominic Ingham will be familiar
to some already, from his role in the
much-touted contemporary fusion
outfit Bonsai, alongside his
trombonist brother Rory and a line-up
of other forward-looking young UK
jazzers. Bonsai’s drummer Jonny
Mansfield is here as well, in his more
familiar guise as an extremely gifted
vibraphonist, and the unusual
frontline combo provides ample
opportunity to develop an intimate
chamber jazz feel. Pulling in the
opposite direction, Boz Martin-Jones’
drums and Will Sachs’ bass can
supply plenty of polyrhythmic heft to
keep things moving briskly forwards,
so that the title track swaps
seamlessly between contemplative
and urgent moods. Ingham’s own
violin is a supple and precise voice,
full of artful slurs and vocalisations.
Fall has an elegiac feel with a

wordless vocal doubling the
pentatonic melody - with a nocturnal
vibes solo alongside the violin we’re
gently entering undiscovered folk/
jazz/rock/fusion territory - while
Phones bounces briskly along over a
springy carpet of rhythm and
Ingham’s violin soars above. Young
Scottish pianist David Swan
impresses with his fluency and
accurate articulation - his intro to
Phones is a miniature gem - and
Sachs and Martin-Jones have more
than enough hip rhythmic tricks up
their sleeves to give this a
contemporary feel - check the artful
intro to Pj’s leading into Sach’s hip
bass solo, and the skein of offbeats
underpinning Daydreaming. Bottles is
an amazing display of high-wire
elegance over endlessly shifting
ground. This recording has a unique
personality: there’s a coherent
original sound with an accessible
fusion feel but none of the
overwrought airlessness of fusion -
everyone leaves plenty of space in all
the right places and there’s a real
focus on melody that makes this a
joy to listen to.

Eddie Myer
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Jazzrausch Bigband
Beethoven's Breakdown

(ACT 9898-2)

This Munich-based Big Band was
formed in 2014 and has in the
recent past been averaging over 120
concerts each year throughout
Europe, America, Asia and Africa. It
has much to thank its arranger,
composer and electronics expert
Leonhard Kuhn for, as it has been his
expertise in blending electronica with
the sounds of jazz, house and
techno that has enabled this
extraordinary group of musicians to
fill the largest rock oriented venues
around the globe.

Do not be fooled by the album
title here. This is a full on proper jazz
record, modern, dynamic, full of
twists and turns as well as intrigue,
plus playing of the very highest
class. You may well have enjoyed
many great interpretations of
classical works by Duke Ellington
such as The Nutcracker and Peer
Gynt suites among many others. You
may have also discovered the
wonderful interpretation of
Stravinsky's Rite Of Spring by The
David Patrick Octet and David
Gordon's superb off-the-wall trio
album take on one of the great
Russian composers Alexander

Scriabin's Ragtime Band. However
you will find that the sheer impact of
Jazzrausch Bigband take things to a
whole new level. The album which
has eight tracks and runs for just
under the hour can be split into two
distinct parts. Tracks one, two, seven
and eight are Leonard Kuhn's
arrangements of Beethoven works.
They comprise The Piano Sonata No
14 (Moonlight), the Allegretto from
the 7th Symphony; plus to finish, The
String Quartet No 14 in two parts. In
between are four sonatas that are
both written and arranged by Mr
Kuhn and can be looked at as a
modern commentary of the great
Viennese masters style from a
perspective of almost two hundred
years. These pieces all feature guest
trombonist Nils Landgren whose
smooth uncluttered sound and
superb skills of diversity and
invention are such that it is difficult to
imagine that anyone else would be
equal in such a role. The individual
sonatas are: Allegro Spirituoso,
Scherzo, Largo and Finale. Together
they comprise a pulsating musical
journey through many genres of
modern music but with an underlying
theme rooted firmly in the jazz idiom.
There are many great solos
throughout these works, particularly
from within the reed section along
with superb electronic effects and an
unrelenting drum performance from
start to finish which really locks the
listener into the music.

What Ludwig van Beethoven
would have made of all this we can
only speculate. To my mind I think he
may well have approved.

Jim Burlong
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Chris McCarthy
Still Time to Quit
(Ropeadope)

New York has long been the mecca
of jazz music and musicians, being
the home to many jazz innovators
and the birth place of several musical
revolutions, from the swing band
days of Duke Ellington to free jazz of
Ornette Coleman. All the way
through to the modern day the city
continues to produce some of the
finest musicians in modern music.
Still Time To Quit, the fourth release
from pianist Chris McCarthy, is the
perfect testament to this statement
as McCarthy moulds elements of
traditional jazz with modern sounds.
Backed by an all star lineup of
Takuya Koroda on trumpet, Sam
Minaie, bass; JK Kim, drums; and
Michael Blake, tenor saxophone; each
track is well crafted and finely
executed by the band as a unit.
McCarthy first gives us a taste of
himself as a pianist and soloist,
coming straight in with a strong
piano statement, both hands in
perfect unison almost sounding like
the intro to a Bach fugue before
being answered by a swift thump
from the bass, drums and horns, with
the solo work throughout the piece
left to the piano. The rest of the
album features the band in full and

moves in to the realms of groove
jazz, resembling the early music of
bassist Avishai Cohen in his New
York days, featuring some searing
solo work from trumpeter Takuya
Kuroda backed by a solid rhythm
section with embellishments from
tenor saxophonist Michael Blake who
also steps out to deliver some fiery
solos of his own. The music has the
elemental language and speed of be-
bop but with an air of freshness and
originality about it. Far from sticking
to the standard swing drum pattern
and walking bass, Kim and Minaie
really explore their roles as rhythmic
accompanists under the directorship
of McCarthy - the rhythm section of
this quintet crafts a sound that is
unique and recognisable. Another
exciting feature of this release are
the horns, whose playing
complements each other throughout.
Takuya Kuroda, known to the world
through his modern, hip hop inspired
jazz releases on Blue Note, shows
off his impressive prowess as a
soloist with both fast and melodic
chops. Saxophonist Michael Blake on
the other hand is quite the contrast -
although equipped with some fast
chops, Blake seems on this album to
concentrate more on a smooth tone
and clear melodic phrasing.
Recognition must also be given to
McCarthy as a composer and
arranger. The originals that appear on
this release are rife with rich
melodies, strong rhythmical lines and
the arrangements show strong
imagination and fresh perspective.
This is a must listen and McCarthy is
certainly a name we hope to
encounter again soon.

George Richardson
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Pyjaen
Sage Secrets (EP)
(Deepmatter)

After a staggeringly successful album
debut, a warm public reception and a
stellar performance at last year's
Love Supreme festival, London outfit
Pyjaen have indeed established
themselves as one of the trailblazers
of the modern UK jazz sound.
Following the March single drop of
the same title, Sage Secrets, which
gave us a little taste of what to
expect, this next release saw the
band teaming up with London
producers and beat wizards, Blue
Lab Beats. This mighty collaboration
is just as great in sound as it is in
name and was lapped up by an
excited audience anxious to hear
more, and sure enough the band has
come in strong and took their music
to the next level through a choice
selection of vibing compositions and
exciting guest appearances from a
small roster of London's finest.
Coming in hot from the get go, the
virtuosic playing of Pyjaen melds
with the smooth craftsmanship of
Blue Lab beats. Sage Secrets slowly
edges us forward into the band's
world of infectious groove and
serene horn lines all sewn together
to create something truly hypnotic.
Next up PJFC jumps straight in full

blast with a lengthy, optimistic
melody from the trumpet and tenor
saxophone, backed by the rest of the
group with trippy guitar and driving
bass over a solid drum foundation.
Saxophonist Ben Vize steps up to
deliver a vibing solo into a smooth
break as the band regroups and
picks up the main theme for a final
time. Third track, Gold Plated, treats
us to another fantastic guest
appearance, this time from vocalist
Odette Peters delivering a soul
packed performance over some crisp,
cool funk laid out by the band. Sugar
Rush ignites with an infectious
groove under sweeping melodic
hooks and some scorching solo work
from trumpeter Dylan Jones. Last
tune under the title, Bitter Sweet
brings the tempo down a few
notches to leave room for a slow
duet for trumpet and guitar which
slowly descends into heavy
downtempo rock with a Radiohead-
esque drive and feel, where heavy
distortion and echoing horn calls
dominate the soundscape all before
slowly creeping back into the soft
sound we first encountered, and the
EP draws to a close. This is without
doubt a great release from Pyjaen
showcasing all of their undeniable
talent and vast array of influences.
Jazz, funk, soul, afrobeat, indie rock,
it's all in there perfectly glued
together in this band's rich tapestry
of sound.

George Richardson
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Live Stream Listings

Regular Live Streams

Cecile McClorin Salvant, daily on her Facebook page

Chick Corea, daily on his Facebook page

Elsa Nilsson, on her YouTube channel

Emmet Cohen Trio, daily on Emmet's Facebook page

Fred Hersch, 6pm daily on his Facebook page

Joe Stilgoe, 1pm daily on his Facebook page

Liam Noble via his Twitch

Mike Pappenheim, Saturday evenings on his Facebook page

Peter Martin, every Friday at midnight GMT, on his YouTube channel

Sam Carelse & Jason Henson, regularly on Facebook

Splash Point Jazz with Neal Richardson, check Splash Point website

Yoko Miwa, daily on her Facebook page

More details of live streams can be found on our listings page:
www.sussexjazzmag.com/listings
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https://www.facebook.com/CecileMcLorinSalvantMusic
https://www.facebook.com/chickcorea/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCK5No_20gN0IkPWYfqCKVtw/featured
https://www.facebook.com/heyemmet/
https://www.facebook.com/fredherschmusic
https://www.facebook.com/Joestilgoeofficial
https://www.twitch.tv/liamnoble68
https://m.facebook.com/mike.pappenheim
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4xLHuvUoqM8s9GxbG1ooaQ
https://www.facebook.com/samcarelsemusic/
https://www.splashpointmusic.com/
https://www.facebook.com/yokomiwapiano
https://www.sussexjazzmag.com/listings
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Pete Recommends...

First, an explanation. I must take
into account the reality that many
who read this column will not
consider buying a CD because they
can hear my selection online and
may even download it if they want to
listen again. Therefore this month I
am going to discuss a particular
recording session in some detail.
Only at the end will I give you the full
details for the CD on which it has
been re-issued.

In the 1950s, as LP vinyl discs
began to appear, there were one or
two sessions which provided the
material for very attractive 10”
issues. Two which I was delighted
with were the Thelonious Monk
Quintet which included We See and
Locomotive, and a long jam session
led by Miles featuring two12 bar
themes, Walkin’ and Blue and Boogie.
Miles used an excellent rhythm
section which was the basis for the
soon to emerge Modern Jazz
Quartet: Percy Heath on bass, Kenny
Clarke on drums, with Horace Silver
at the piano (soon to be replaced by
John Lewis). To complete the line-up
he chose an old friend Lucky
Thompson on tenor sax and J.J.
Johnson on trombone. The attraction
for musicians of this 10” LP was the
opportunity to hear these great
players extend their solos over
several choruses. Miles sets off on
Walkin’ with a very relaxed strolling
approach and just allows the phrases
to flow along. If an idea extends
itself beyond 4 or 6 bars, so be it. If
it offers only 3 bars, fine. In the jazz

of the Thirties and the Bebop era a
solo of at most 3 choruses would
usually attempt to build to a climax
with the player moving well above
the stave. Here Miles is content to let
ideas come and go as he proceeds.
For a year or two in the 1960s when
I was in a modern/mainstream band I
found Miles’ solo excellent inspiration
for practice because of the flow of
his ideas. J.J. adopts the same
approach as Miles. I am sure many
trombonists appreciated the chance
to study a long example of his solo
style, which was now fully mature.
Lucky Thompson decides to build for
a climax and produces a wonderful
solo which was much admired at the
time. Blue and Boogie, though
successful, does not have quite the
same interest but it does have a long
solo from Horace. This offers a very
fine introduction to his playing.

I recommend this rather unusual
jam session as a wonderful snapshot
of jazz at this time. A superb
recording, it enables us to hear six of
our greatest heroes giving free rein
to their imagination.

[Walkin’ was reissued on Prestige CD
JZD 014 along with Dig featuring
Sonny Rollins and 2 rare sides with
Davey SchildKraut on alto sax. You
will enjoy Miles’ fine version of You
Don’t Know What Love Is.]

Peter Batten
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Subscribe to SJM

A yearly subscription of £30 offers:

• A printed copy delivered to your door every month
• A digital pdf version with the Subscriber Extra section
• Access to all of our back issues

https://www.sussexjazzmag.com/subscribe

https://www.sussexjazzmag.com/subscribe


A brand-new podcast about Brighton’s
vibrant jazz scene

Listen now on any podcast app or visit
brightonjazzsafari.com

https://www.brightonjazzsafari.com

